FUTURE BOBCAT Coloring Book
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Did you complete the Merced Maze without a map?
Great! Now use math to add in your future college graduation year, then color your grad cap!
Can you catch the cat and spot the difference?
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Take your time, it’s not a race. Mirror the left side to finish the face!

After you finish the other part, can you spot the hidden heart?
1. Color Your Pennant
2. Design Your Own
3. Cut on the Dashed Lines
4. Proudly Pin Your Pennants
Did you know? The Beginnings Sculpture is over 40 feet tall, or the length of 1 school bus!
It’s Tic-Tac-Toe!
Using an “X” or an “O,”
Be the first to get 3 in a row!
IS A PROUD FUTURE BOBCAT
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